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Role of the PLM-ERP Integration 

Engineering Manufacturing 

 Integrates business processes between ENOVIA Collaboration Platform products  
and SAP ERP 

 Data transferred synchronously and bi-directionally, either automatically or 
interactively, initiated by the PLM side 
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 Works with all SAP ERP versions from SAP R/3 - 4.6 C to ECC 6.x.  

 Works with ENOVIA Live Collaboration Platforms from 10.5 to latest. 

 Supports any ENOVIA schema, uses standard ENOVIA Web GUI 
elements. 

 In productive use since 1997 – currently (2014) more than 40 sites. 
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 Uses BAPI/RFC, can access every SAP function that is RFC-enabled. 
BAPI has been SAP’s standard integration technology since 4.6. 

 Programs and settings reside on the ENOVIA side, no installation or 
customization needed on the SAP side. 

 Out of the box we provide bi-directional transfer functions for  

 Parts including Revision levels SAP Material Master 

 Specifications SAP Document Info 

 ECOs, COs, CAs SAP Change Master 

 EBOMs & MBOMs SAP BOM 

 Most functions and business logic are implemented as TCL scripts, the 
logic can be easily adapted to meet your needs. 
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 View and compare ENOVIA and 
SAP BOMs in one portal view 

 Manual transfer (with role-specific 
access), or automatic transfer 
triggered by ENOVIA event (e.g. 
BOM release). 

 Translates between ENOVIA’s 
revision-based and SAP’s 
effectivity date-based BOM 
paradigms 

 Handles all SAP-specific issues 
(unit of measure calculations, sub-
items, negative amounts etc.) 

3DEXPERIENCE X-BOM Connector for SAP. 
The ENOVIA - SAP ERP Interface. 
 
Example: BOM Transfer Function 
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Interface Communication Options 
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 Transfer is based on a direct TCP/IP connection through the SAP RFC or SAP 
JCo library functions. 
 Using BAPI where possible, allowing other interfaces if necessary. 

 No intermediate files are required. 

 Synchronous data transfer, with immediate feedback to the user. 
 Asynchronous/batch mode is possible on a project basis. 

 Transfer to/from SAP (even multiple transfers) can be run inside an ENOVIA 
transaction, allowing error handling and recovery. 
 ENOVIA transaction can be rolled back if transfer to SAP fails. 

 Integrity between both systems is always maintained. 

3DEXPERIENCE X-BOM Connector for SAP.  
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Impact of the Transfer and Interface Technology 
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 Functions can be easily extended through TCL code that is provided with the 
integration and can be activated through configuration options. Examples 
from customer projects include 
 Classification ENOVIA to SAP 
 Plant maintenance (Equipment, functional location)  ENOVIA to SAP 
 Maintenance notification ENOVIA to SAP 
 AML (Approved manufacturer list)  ENOVIA to SAP 
 Workflow and Mail ENOVIA to SAP 
 Project system SAP to ENOVIA 
 Customer master, Vendor master SAP to ENOVIA 
 Purchase Info records SAP to ENOVIA 
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Extending the Function Range 
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Three Levels of Adapting to Your Needs 

 Basic (OOTB) functions with parameter-driven configuration only. 
This is very fast and easy to do and is enough to configure the OOTB functions to most 

customer needs. 

 Program-driven customizing: Extending template programs, using customer 
hooks. 
The most common solution, resulting in a release-safe product configuration. The effort is from 
a few days to a couple of weeks of work. Many non-standard functions can simply be activated 

from the procedure library. 

 Library/GUI extensions: Adding customer-specific RFC calls and JSPs to the 
integration. 
Anything goes, but the product may become a customer-specific software solution. Even this 
solution, basically using X-BOM Connector for SAP as a toolbox, means that you can still 
upgrade ENOVIA without any impact on the integration. 
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Configuration: Examples 

 Set static default values for SAP fields: Mapping list. 

 Set static mapping between SAP field and ENOVIA attribute: Mapping list. 

 Set default formats and behaviour (e.g. date format): Mapping list. 

 Set algorithmic mapping for standard fields (e.g. Material Number derived 
from Part name): built-in options, adapt if necessary. 

 Set other mapping: use provided algorithms, adapt if necessary. 

 Provide logic for multiple SAP systems: extend built-in switches. 

 Extended changes in behaviour: extend the built-in hooks. 

 Create completely new functions: extend core or customer libraries, if 
necessary extend SAP API through ABAP programming. 
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 Centralized entry 
points 

 Configuration 
settings, context 
switches 

 Customer-adapted 
procedures 

 Building on/from a 
large set of pre-
defined functions 

 Embedded in 
ENOVIA runtime 
environment 

3DEXPERIENCE X-BOM Connector for SAP.  
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Customization Architecture 

Core Libraries 

Customer-Specific Libraries 

Entry Points 

event-triggered interactive 

  

Settings Procedures Switches 

ENOVIA Runtime Environment 
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Authentification 

 The ENOVIA users are authenticated against the ENOVIA system through the 
standard ENOVIA methods (person roles, organizational roles, rule-based 
access). 

 The authentication against SAP is based on SAP username and password, 
stored in the ENOVIA database in access procedures. Access to these 
procedures is only possible through the standard ENOVIA access control. 

 The SAP user(s) are usually not enabled for interactive access to SAP. 
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 GUI functions for transfer to SAP, SAP data viewing and BOM comparison are 
available to the user. 
Note: Initial transfer to SAP is often done automatically through event triggers. 

 The functions are integrated into the ENOVIA Live Collaboration GUI, using 
ENOVIA Common Components (Tables, Channels, Portals). 

 X-BOM Connector for SAP does not require any specific schema on the 
ENOVIA or SAP side. 
Note: The ENOVIA Engineering BOM data model is supported OOTB, including ENOVIA 
MBOMs. 

 Document Transfer: There is an option to avoid data duplication by providing 
a web-based link-back from SAP to the original document file that resides in 
the ENOVIA database (file is linked instead of copied). 

More Details of Functionality and Features 
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Proven Technology – Installed at more than 40 sites ... 


